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	“For several years, Troy has been one of the key figures in the LINQ community. This comprehensive and well-written book serves as a compendium of the important wisdom and experience that he has accumulated through his years of studying LINQ and its uses.”


	      –Charlie Calvert, Microsoft C# Community Program Manager


	 


	“LINQ is changing the way we think about working with data and, in many ways, also about programming in general. LINQ to Objects Using C# 4.0 is a thorough reference that teaches how to simplify many day-to-day tasks with data. It also gives you the foundations that are necessary to understand a wide range of fascinating applications of LINQ that will, no doubt, continue to appear over the next few years.”


	      –Tomas Petricek, Microsoft MVP and author of Real-World Functional Programming


	 


	Your Complete Example-Rich Guide to Using and Extending LINQ to Objects and PLINQ


	 


	Using LINQ to Objects, .NET developers can write queries over object collections with the same deep functionality that was once available only with SQL and relational databases. Now, for the first time, developers have a comprehensive and authoritative guide to applying LINQ to Objects in real-world software. Microsoft MVP Troy Magennis introduces state-of-the-art techniques for working with in-memory collections more elegantly and efficiently—and writing code that is exceptionally powerful, robust, and flexible.


	 


	Drawing on his unsurpassed experience coding software using LINQ and hosting the popular HookedOnLINQ.com site, Magennis presents timely, realistic solutions to a wide spectrum of development challenges, such as combining data from multiple sources, and achieving optimal performance with extremely large sets of data. You’ll begin with brief quick-starts that walk you through LINQ to Objects’ key features and query syntax. Next, you’ll drill down to detailed techniques for applying and extending these features with C# 4.0 and C# 3.0—including code examples that reflect the realities of production development.


	 


	Coverage includes


	•    Writing basic LINQ queries with C#: filtering, projecting, and sorting data from in-memory collections


	•    Mastering advanced techniques for grouping and joining data and understanding the performance implications of each technique


	•    Taking full advantage of LINQ’s standard query operators


	•    Creating custom query operators that follow best practices for coding patterns and error handling


	•    Writing more fluent, readable LINQ queries with C# 4.0’s language enhancements, including the new dynamic features


	•    Combining LINQ with COM-Interop to access data sources such as Microsoft Excel


	•    Using Parallel LINQ to Objects (PLINQ) to optimize queries for multi-core processors, and how to build custom parallel query operators


	•    Integrating the best LINQ to Objects patterns into your day-to-day coding
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Cyberpower: The Culture and Politics of Cyberspace and the InternetRoutledge, 1999
Cyberspace now touches all lives. For some it has become as essential as the telephone or the letter. For others it is still a fearful whisper of technological promise. Sometimes we look on bemused, uncertain why all those little addresses that begin ‘http://’ appear in advertisements, and sometimes we are shocked by the possibilities,...
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Word 2013 eLearning Kit For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	A step-by-step learning package to get you up and running with Word 2013!


	If you're eager to get started using the new Microsoft Word 2013, this self-paced eLearning Kit is an ideal starting point! Featuring a full-color printed book and an online interactive eLearning course, this multimedia kit takes you through the...
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Open Source Systems Security CertificationSpringer, 2008
Open Source Advances in Computer Applications book series provides timely technological and business information for:
Enabling Open Source Systems (OSS) to become an integral part of systems and devices produced by technology companies;

Inserting OSS in the critical path of complex network development and embedded...
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Programming Microcontrollers in C, Second Edition (Embedded Technology Series)Newnes, 2001

	Today, even more than when the first edition of this book was written, the use of microcontrollers has expanded to an almost unbelievable level.  A typical car has 15 microcontrollers. A modern home can have more than50 microcontrollers controlling everything from the thermostat, to the furnace, to the microwave. Microcontrollers are...
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Dreamweaver MX: PHP Web Development (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2002
PHP is one of the most popular server-side scripting languages available. It’s powerful and easy to learn. Combined with MySQL, a fast, cross-platform, and free open source database, it makes a very effective tool for developing database-driven web sites.
This book is all about developing PHP/ MySQL web sites with Macromedia Dreamweaver...
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Urogynecology: Evidence-Based Clinical PracticeSpringer, 2006

	With rising prevalence of urinary incontinence and prolapse in aging population in the Western world there is an increasing need for knowledge about this subject. This handy pocketbook summarizes the practical patient management, based upon the available evidence and author’s own clinical experience, and indicates controversial areas...
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